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On a Journey...

Continued from previous issue…
By Susan Griffith-Jones, Exclusive

Every other day, we settle down
in front of one of my photo collage
art pictures and I take Edward and
Lucy through their detailed meanings, one by one. Each one has a
core focus that is replicated in the
symbol of the work they belong to.
It’s a useful exercise for me to do
at this point, as I need to gear my
mind towards my next book, ‘Universal Osmosis’ in which I’ll be
writing about how each one of them
came into being and how they were
linked into whatever I was doing at
the time. So back in 2005, after discovering that I could make interesting arrangements with some of the
photos I had taken in Muktinath,
I developed ‘Pure Vision, Transformed into Organised Confusion’
as an addendum to ‘Two Keys, One
Lock’ and this is the next piece we
look at. Not unrelated to the ‘Two,
Keys’ in the sense that it again
features the 5 elements, this time
they are all shown positioned one
on top of the another in the central part of the piece. At the time, I
had this crazy fantastical idea that
I was preparing them for an exhibition in New York, or somewhere
in the Western world. Why New
York came to mind, I have no idea!
I knew I’d have to do a practise
run for this special exhibition, so
where better than in Kathmandu
itself where I was living and also
had friends who could help and
advise me how to bring it to fruition. All Susan’s photo collage art
pieces may be viewed at https://
w w w. p y r a m i d k e y. c o m / p h o t o collage-art/
One large photo collage art piece
would not have been enough for
this exhibition, so I knew I needed
to make at least a second piece.
This one was a bit more ambitious
than ‘Two Keys’ in the sense that
it starts off looking like an eye,
which is the ‘Pure Vision’ aspect
of it and then you open up two
wings on hinges from its centre so
that it looks like a toffee in a wrapper shape, with an overall length
of 11ft and width of 3ft, in which
it becomes ‘Transformed into Organised Confusion’. Shapes are
then drawn in photographs inside
the middle section that include information about the nature of the
five elements in symbol. Then I laid
out four bliss whirls on the wings,

which are the driving force of the
energy of joy that enriches our consciousness to enlightenment. By the
Autumn of 2005, I thus presented
my two photo collage art works to
the general public at the Lazimpat
Gallery café in central Kathmandu,
along with a couple of enlarged pictures from the same group of photographs (see event at https://www.
pyramidkey.com/virtual-mustangphoto-exhibition-nov-2005/). The
launch was a small, sweet event
but many people, mostly friends
and associates of mine from all my
years in Kathmandu, showed up. I
remember being so nervous that I
was unable to really say anything at
all about the pictures, and honestly
speaking, at the time, had not yet
deciphered them to the level I have
today, and am, I note while talking
through them to Edward and Lucy,
still in the process of decoding. Just
the fact that I have subsequently
redone ‘Pure Vision’ twice since I
first made it says something!
The foul weather continues
though and what should be lovely

I need to add two small lines to it, in
order to raise its overall vibration
to a much higher level. I make these
and send him back a picture of the
result. He now confirms that energy vibrating from the combination
of shapes and lines in the picture is
harmonising the time energy pulse
at all levels of biological functions,
achieving a holistic healing effect.
By adding the two strokes, he has
balanced the reflection of the time
pulse radiating towards the viewer
to achieve a centring spiritual energy quality, as in sacred power
spots. Karim is going to give me a
certificate with his energy diagnosis of ‘Crystal of Time’, as a holistic
time healing capacitor, but probably not in those words! The insight
to mend the past by changing your
reactions in the present heals the
past and automatically cleanses the
future, as it ripples through time
in both directions from one point.
This picture is having a strong
and undeniably powerful affect on
me too as I sit with it in my office,
staring back at me every moment

Edward and Lucy on the swing on the balcony
during snow time at Shanti Bhawan, Kullu-Manali
valley, India

spring days is marred by heavy
snowstorms and bitterly cold winds.
During these weeks, in sporadic
dialogues over Whats App with Dr
Karim, who I met at the Chicago
conference last year, I have been
trying to find a date and time to talk
to him about the ‘Crystal of Time’
photo collage art piece. Just after
Edward and Lucy move to Naggar
for a couple of weeks so they can be
in Roerich’s space and potentially
do some painting there, I get a reply
from Karim. He’s done an energy
check on ‘Crystal of Time’ with one
of his devices in Cairo and says that

Edward and Lucy in Naggar, Kullu-Manali valley, India

my computer to send him at anytime. I am hesitant about sharing
it for now, as I want to meet him
first so as to understand the situation more deeply. I see that this is
not just about making a joint Virtual Reality take on the Tibetan
Book of the Dead, but a mirrored
reaction to the needs of the collective consciousness. What I crudely
mean by this, is that in order to
come into contact with this kind of
text that contains this kind of information, you need to have attained
a certain vibration of conscious-

Edward painting in Naggar, Kullu-Manali valley,
India

I’m in there.
Many other things are going on
in the undercurrent of Edward and
Lucy’s visit and I take this time to
really develop the work I’m doing
on the Tibetan Book of the Dead
project. Nelida and I are completing
a second draft version of the mobile
game and I am really considering
going to meet the film director guy
in the USA about a collaboration
to make a Virtual Reality film on
the subject. In anticipation of this,
I write up one of the concepts for
a VR film I have already drafted in
my notes, so that I now have it in

ness which itself attracts you into
it appearing in the space around
you. This is why it is necessary to
replicate its allegory within varying octaves of vibration that correspond to those of the collective consciousness across the board. The
more tuned into this vibration that
the game is, then the more likely
it is to be met by the majority and
played virally, worldwide. People
do not need to be saved, they need
knowledge of how to access their
own power.
The other occurrence that is
making me think a trip to the UK
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and USA is coming up shortly, is
that I get an urgent message from
Elena. She would like to introduce
me into an exhibition project that’s
going to take place at one of London’s great museum/gallery venues. Yes, I would love to be involved,
I tell her. Funny, because when
Elena had given me a short briefing
on the potential of this exhibition
happening, in October last year, I
was in a different frame of mind. I
was busy with my own things and
needed to be going through what
I’m going through now and during
this period in general, expanding
my vision of what I’m doing in an
overall sense, in order for it to come
back to me in this way. Micromanaging my projects so that I become
completely immersed into each one
is both a strength and a weakness.
People involved always become my
friends, because I only work with
people with whom there’s a space
for openness and truth, sharing
and trust, but at the same time, this
gets me attached to small groups of
people. The creative process works
best when there’s a sense of complicity that has its highest purpose
embedded into it. Doubt is conquered and certainty is certain. Because these values cause strong energy to rise and get stronger as you
form connections within the web of
action going on, one has to be able
to cut through the emotional states
that naturally arise on their backs,
otherwise they will poison your
consciousness and steal your mind
space. I’m coming to learn more
and more that being in tune with
the teachings of the Tibetan Book
of the Dead, as I expose its meanings, is crucial for the projects to
actually work!
To be continued...
For all previous editions of
Susan’s story, ‘On a
journey...’, please go to:
www.pyramidkey. com/
readsusansarticleshere/”.

